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My students are:



Where are we
going?

Discuss a philosophy of
compassionate research consults.

Discuss a framework for conducting
virtual research consults with adult
learners. 



How often do you conduct virtual research
consultations? 

How confident do you feel doing virtual research
consultations?

in the chat...



Philosophy of Compassionate
Research Consults



Art

the expression or application of
human creative skill and imagination,
typically in a visual form such as
painting or sculpture, producing
works to be appreciated primarily for
their beauty or emotional power.

noun: art; plural noun: arts; plural noun:
the arts

1.



When hosting research
consultations, we are inviting

students into a co-creation space.



Applying these concepts in the space of an individual
research consultation can lead to powerful learning in
which two people are connected and growing together.
The librarian is taken out of an authority role, and two

participants can create a space to co-learn. 
(Beuoy, 67)

Melissa Beuoy (2020). "A Case for the Empathetic Librarian," in Student Wellness and Academic Libraries:
Case Studies and Activities for Promoting Health and Success, edited by Sara Holder, and Amber

 Lannon, Association of College & Research Libraries.



What kind of space are you inviting
students to join you in?

reflect on it...



Human-centered

Research consults should center on the student--the
identities and experiences they bring when they show
up. We should reflect on how this shapes the student's
research and overall academic experience and adapt our
approach to their needs. 



Have empathy and compassion for the
unique human experience lived by the

person you are meeting with.



Empathy

"Empathy is a way to connect to the emotion
another person is experiencing; it doesn't
require that we have experienced the same
situation they are going through."

-Brené Brown



"By participating in mutual empathy, students who seek
help from a librarian, who make themselves vulnerable
when asking for help, might find an unexpected space
where they receive a bit of affective care. And perhaps

that will promote a greater sense of well-being."
(Beuoy, 70)

Melissa Beuoy (2020). "A Case for the Empathetic Librarian," in Student Wellness and Academic Libraries:
Case Studies and Activities for Promoting Health and Success, edited by Sara Holder, and Amber

 Lannon, Association of College & Research Libraries.



As we are demanded to demonstrate our value and prove
our contributions, perhaps the most useful thing reference

workers can do is embrace the fleeting and unexpected
nature of reference. Let’s use our positions in reference to
foster solidarity with our patrons and create meaningful
connections. Most significantly of all, let’s use our time
and energy to give attention to and care for others, in a

time when care is an uncommon, essential, and radical act.
(Tewell, 222)

Eamon Tewell, "Beyond Efficient Answers with a Smile: Seeking Critical Reference Praxis," in Reference Librarianship and
Social Justice. Library Juice Press.



What this looks like in practice: 

Check your bias, assumptions, and norms.
Be flexible & adaptable to the student's needs.
Provide space for authentic connections on the
student's terms.
Recognize the student's bravery in reaching out to you.
Affirm they are not alone.



Research Consultations
"Reference Transactions are
information consultations in
which library staff recommend,
interpret, evaluate, and/or use
information resources to help
others to meet particular
information needs." RUSA (2008), "Definition of Reference." 

http://www.ala.org/rusa/guidelines/definitionsreference



Online (Virtual, Distance)
Virtual reference is reference service initiated electronically,
often in real-time, where patrons employ computers or other
Internet technology to communicate with reference staff,
without being physically present. Communication channels
used frequently in virtual reference include chat,
videoconferencing, Voice over IP, co-browsing, e-mail, and
instant messaging. 

RUSA (2010) Guidelines for Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Reference Services



Adult Learners
"Adult learners come to the library with a wealth of life
experiences and knowledge. They are goal-oriented, focused
on meaningful lessons and achievable goals, and motivated to
learn." 

http://www.ala.org/advocacy/outreach-resources-
services-adult-new-and-non-readers-0



Framework for Compassionate
Research Consults



Set clear expectations.

one



Have consistent messaging about what
you do & how you support students.

Outreach Programs

Marketing Materials

Instruction Sessions



Ask for the information
you need prior to the

appointment.







Create a safe environment
to connect.

two



Set Up
Design matters.
Provide variety of time options.
Make camera optional at start up.
Allow participants to share screen.
Offer to send recording, links,
transcription.
Use simple, calm backgrounds. 



Conversations
Listen compassionately.
Don't force vulnerability.
Be aware of campus services
available for referrals.
Do not stay if you are unsafe. 

Be aware of what you need to do to
decompress after.

(This may be something your library
needs to have a policy about).



"How are you doing today?"
"How is the course/program going for you?"
"How are you feeling about this project/your research?" 
"Tell me more about what you are working on."

Questions to get there:



Set an intention together.

three



Intention

a thing intended; an aim or
plan

noun
1.



"What do you hope to learn from this time together?" 
"We have 30 minutes scheduled. How do you want to
spend the time?"
"What do you need?" 
"What would be most helpful to you?"
"How can I help you?"

Questions to get there:



Respond to information needs
with relevant information

literacy takeaways.

four



Typical research questions:
Where do I start?
What database should I use
based on my topic?
How do I create a search?
What keywords do I use?
How do I know if I found
everything I need?
How do I know if the sources
are scholarly?



Be aware of
cognitive load.



Provide Bite-Sized Instruction

Authority Is Constructed and Contextual

Information Creation as a Process

Information Has Value

Research as Inquiry

Scholarship as Conversation

Searching as Strategic Exploration



Revisit the intention.

five



"How are you feeling about your project now?"
"Do you feel like you have what you need to take the
next step?"
"Is there anything else you need to know to move
forward?"

Questions to get there:



Invite follow-up
conversation.

six



Set clear
expectations

Create a safe
environment
to connect.

Set an
intention.

Respond to
information
needs with

relevant
information

literacy
takeaways.

Revisit the
intention.

Invite follow-
up

conversation.



What is something you do to foster a brave space
for students meeting with you online?

What is something you do to convey empathy or
compassion for students meeting with you online?

in the chat...





sarah.b.stevenson@vanderbilt.edu

@sarahstvn

vanderbi.lt/stevenson

Connect with Me



Additional
Readings

Student Wellness and Academic
Libraries: Case Studies and

Activities for Promoting Health
and Success

Sara Holder & Amber Lannon, eds.

Reference Librarianship &
Justice: History, Practice &

Praxis

Kate Adler, Ian Beilin, and Eamon
Tewell, eds.
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